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5

Abstract6

A Flat file (Semi Structured) Data comes from different sources or operational systems for7

storage in the data warehouse. Extraction, transformation and loading of the data could be8

necessary. Moreover, input flat file data must be transformed into a uniform format which9

could be more suitable for analytical purposes. Aim of this research is to analysis the10

delimiters of the flat file, to transform flat file into uniform format and suggest a suitable11

algorithm for implementation such type of algorithm could be solve the problem of12

transformation of the flat file data and such algorithm could be useful for extraction,13

transformation and loading of huge amount of flat file data into data warehouse.14

15

Index terms—16

1 I. INTRODUCTION17

flat file is also called plain text file it is semi structured file. A flat file consisted of data which is separated with18
commas, white spaces, tabs, tube (|) any many other characters.19

Al-Dubaee et al. ( ??010) stated that a flat file is a plain text or mixed text and binary file which usually20
contains one record per line or physical record (example on disc or tape). Within such a record, the single fields21
can be separated by delimiters, e.g. commas, or have a fixed length. In the latter case, padding may be needed22
to achieve this length. Extra formatting may be needed to avoid delimiter collision. There are no structural23
relationships between the records.24

Mathew (2005) stated that a flat file database should consist of nothing but data and, if records vary in length,25
delimiters. More broadly, the term refers to any database which exists in a single file in the form of rows and26
columns, with no relationships or links between records and fields except the table structure.27

Pratnortis (2005) stated that the advantage of a flat file is that it takes up less space than a structured28
file. However, it requires the application to have knowledge of how the data is organized within the file. By29
using Structure Query language and a database (rather than a collection of files in a file system), a user or an30
application is free from having to understand the location and layout of data (for example, the length of each31
item of data, its type of data, and its relationship to other data items). Another form of flat file is one in which32
table data is gathered in lines of ASCII text with the value from each table cell separated by a comma and each33
row represented with a new line. This type of flat file is also known as a comma-separated values file.34

2 II. DIFFERENT TERMS RELATED TO RESEARCH a)35

Flat file36

Flat file is a single lined plain text file containing delimiters comma, tabs, tube (|) and many other characters.37
It is also called mixed text file. The main advantage of the flat file is that it takes less space as compare to the38
structured file.39

3 b) Data warehouse40

Data ware house is a large data base which contains historical data in the form of cubes (Aggregates) and decision41
maker use this data for future decisions.42
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4 STEPS FOR SOLVING THE PROBLEM47

The main steps in conducting the research work are given as under: 1. Read and review the research paper48
related to the data warehousing, flat file (Semi structured) data. 2. Review the research critically. 3. Design49
the effective algorithm to transform the flat file (semi structured) Data into structured data. 4. Implement the50
algorithm and check output.51

5 IV. SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM AND METHODOL-52

OGY53

Steps for the solution to mentioned problem are: 1) Take a flat file.54
2) With the help of proposed algorithm convert it into html form.55

6 CONCLUSION56

In data warehouse data comes from different operational systems and flat file is one of the semi structured plain57
text file that comes form source and to store it in data warehouse flat file doesn’t store directly in the data58
warehouse it need some transformation in . 1 2
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ETL (Extract, Transform and load) of the data warehouse which is the core component of the data warehouse.61
In this paper a flat file containing delimiters comma, colon and tube ( | ) characters and an algorithm is used for62
transformation of the flat file into uniform format means in html form and then transformed in to structured data.63
Flat file management (updation/deletion/insertion) is easy when transform it into structured format. Proposed64
algorithm is implemented in PHP and MySQL tools.65
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